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1 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including
sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing
of the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (B)Loose or soft
soil. 37.00 Cmt 67.20 2486.40

2 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including
sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing
of the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (B) Hard or dense
soil 146.00 Cmt 86.00 12556.00

3 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including
sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing
of the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (B) Hard murrum

146.00 Cmt 146.00 21316.00
4 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing
of the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (B) Hard rock

37.00 Cmt 343.00 12691.00
5 Providing and laying cement concrete work 1:3:6 and

curing complete concrete work curing and Excluding cost
of Formwork (A) Foundation and Plinth 207.00 Cmt 2286.00 473202.00

6 Filling available excavated earth ( excluding rock ) in
trenches, plinth, sides of foundation etc. in layers not
exceeding 20 cm. in depth consolidating each deposited
layer by ramming and watering. 297.00 Cmt 76.50 22720.50

7 Filling in foundation and plinth with murrum or selected
soil in layers of 20 Cm. thickness including watering
ramming and consolidating etc. complete. 1634.75 Cmt 288.00 470808.00

8 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200
and curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in [A] Foundation, footings, Base of columns and
Mass concrete. 197.00 Cmt 4150.00 817550.00

9 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200
and curing complete including the cost of form work and
excluding reinforcement for R.C.C work in [D] Columns.

60.00 Cmt 6165.00 369900.00
10 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200

and curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of  reinforcement for reinforced concrete 
work in Copings upto floor two level.

11.00 Cmt 4409.00 48499.00
11 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200

and curing complete including the cost of form work and
excluding reinforcement for R.C.C work in [C] Beams.

17.00 Cmt 5024.00 85408.00
12 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200

and curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of  reinforcement for reinforced concrete 
work in SLAB upto floor two level 17.00 Cu.M. 5251.00 89267.00

NAME OF WORK : Construction od store & TMS office building, TC plinth, Gantry, ground 
filling & other misc. civil work at Jamjodhpur store under Jamnagar Circle (2nd attempt).

SCHEDULE-B
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13 Providing Thermo Mechanically treated bar F.E. 500 Steel
reinforcement as per I.S. Standard for R.C.C work
including bending, binding and placing in position
complete upto floor two level. 22350.00 Kg 45.00 1005750.00

14 White stone bela masonry block in course in sub structure
with stone approved quality cement mortar 1:6(1:cement,
6:coarse sand) including packing the joints etc complete

98.00 Cmt 3078.00 301644.00
15 White stone bela masonry block in course in super

structure with stone approved quality cement mortar
1:6(1:cement, 6:coarse sand) including packing the joints
etc complete 115.00 Cmt 3239.00 372485.00

16 White stone bela masonry block in partition wall upto
15cm thickness in cement mortar 1:4(1:cement, 4:coarse
sand)  etc complete 76.00 Smt 370.00 28120.00

17 Providing 10MM thick cement plaster in single coat on
Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering upto floor two
level finished even and smooth in Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-
Cement :3-Sand ) for ceilling 105.00 Smt 96.60 10143.00

18 Providing 15MM thick cement plaster in single coat on
Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering upto floor two
level finished even and smooth in Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-
Cement :3-Sand ) 642.00 Smt 108.00 69336.00

19 20MM thick sand faced cement plaster on walls upto
height 10meters above ground level consisting of 12MM
thick backing coat of Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-Cement : 3-
Sand ) and 8MM thick finishing coat of Cement Mortar 1:1
( 1-Cement : 1-Sand ) etc. complete. 391.00 Smt 189.00 73899.00

20 Removing and scraping of old deteriorated plaster of any
thickness from wall/RCC member including stacking of
serviceable materilas and disposal of unserviceable from
site of work with lead and lift 10.00 Smt 11.90 119.00

21 Providing and laying 24"x24" Vitrified 8mm thick tiles in
flooring over 20mm (average) base of cement mortar 1:6 (
1-Cement : 6-Coarse sand ) on new surface or fixing on
existing flooring by adhesive material including
dismantling of existing flooring and jointed with colour
cement slurry including finished with flush pointing and
cleaning the surface etc complete, for Light Shade as
directed by EIC. 96.00 Smt 884.00 84864.00

22 Providing and laying Vitrified tiles 8 to 10 mm thick , in
skrting risers of steps and dedo on 10mm thick cement
plaster 1:3 (1-cement : 3-coarse sand) and jointed with
white cement slurry 12.00 Smt 1262.00 15144.00

23 Providing and laying coloured/designed glazed tiles of size
300 mm x 200 mm x 8 mm / 300 mm x 450 mm x 8 mm in
skirting riser of steps and dedo on 10 mm thick Cement
Mortar 1:3 ( 1-Cement : 3-Coarse sand ) & jointed with
cement slurry. 46.00 Smt 891.00 40986.00

24 Providing and laying Kotah stone slab 25 MM thick in
risers of steps, tread of steps, dedo and pillars laid on 10
MM thick Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-Cement : 3 -Coarse sand
)and jointed with grey cement slurry including necessary
groove and rubbing etc complete as directed by EIC.

26.00 Smt 685.00 17810.00
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25 Providing and laying marble stone slab flooring over
20mm (average)base of cement mortar 1:6 (1-cement : 6
coarse sand) or L.M. 1:1.5(1- lime putty : 1.5 - coarse
sand) laid and jointed with gray cement slurry including
rubbing and polishing complete. (A) Marble slab 25mm
thick 25.00 Smt 1314.00 32850.00

26 Providing and laying 20 to 25MM thick, both faces
polished Kotah stone with all edges machine cut, 450mm
to 600mm width and of required length ( only one piece to
be used ) of approved quality for cup board shelves, wall
partition etc. including fixing the same in masonary wall by
cement mortar in three sides including curing etc. complete
as directed by EIC. 52.00 Smt 953.00 49556.00

27 Providing and laying broken China Mosaic Flooring for
terrace using 12mm to 20mm broken pieces of glazed tiles
to be laid over cement mortar 1:3 to plain or slope and to
be tempered to bring mortar crème out upto surface using
white cement including rounding off junctions and
extending them up to 15cm along the wall, clearing with
water and oxalic acid etc. as directed by EIC.

105.00 Smt 471.00 49455.00
28 Finishing wall with weather proof exterior emulsion paint

on wall surface (two coats) to give an required shape even
shade after thorughly brushing the surface to remove all
dirt and remains of loose powdered materials etc. complete

1900.00 Smt 72.00 136800.00
29 Providing and applying 1 coat of approved make of cement

primer paint including scaffolding watering etc. complete
as directed by EIC. 391.00 Smt 28.00 10948.00

30 Applying two coats of birla (white cement based) or asian
or equivalent and two coats of primer of approved brand
and manufacture on new wall surface to give an even shade
including thoroughly brushing the surface free from mortar
dropping and other foreign matter and sand papered
smooth. 747.00 Smt 47.40 35407.80

31 Ceiling painting (two coats) with plastic emulsion paint of
approved brand and manufacture on undecorated wall
surface to give an even shade including throughly brushing
the surface free from mortar droppings and other foreign
matter and sand papered smooth.- in ceiling

105.00 Smt 53.80 5649.00
32 Wall painting (two coats) with plastic emulsion paint of

approved brand and manufacture on undecorated wall
surface to give an even shade including throughly brushing
the surface free from mortar droppings and other foreign
matter and sand papered smooth.- in wall

642.00 Smt 50.50 32421.00
33 Providing and fxing window having extruded alluminium 

colour anodized section frame main outer size
63.50x38.10x1.95mm of jindal section no. 4605@ wt 1.094
kg/Rmt) Horizontal two track member size 61.85x31.75x1.20mm
vertical member of size 61.85x31.75x1.30mm jindal section no
8758 @ 0.659 kg/mt with sliding shutters of horizontal member
size 40x18x1.29mm vertical member of size 40x18x1.29 jindal
section no 8947 @ wt of 0.456 kg/mt section 8948 @ 0.457 with
5mm thick transparent bronze colour tinted flowat glass with
powder coated alluminium fittings and fixtures and transparent
silicon sealant glass fixing to frame as per detailes etc.

12.00 Smt 2022.00 24264.00
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34 Providing , Fixing & Fitting fully glazed, partly glazed
Single/Double leaf anodized aluminum powder caoted(of
approved shade) Entrance door using extruded section
fabricated by standard manufacturers with framing
10.15x4.45cm rectangular section with & door shutter
made from 10.15x4.45cm aluminum bottom section, top &
vertical section 15 cmx4.45cm size using 5 mm thick
“TRIVENI” or HB4 plain/colour glass/4 Acrylic Sheets/
12 mm Board with glazing deep rubber gasket with locking
arrangement of GODREJ LOCK with all fixtures &
fastening of anodized section with aluminum beeding
without floor mounted door closer etc. completed.. Rates
are with all labours and material as per drawing and as
directed. 5.00 Smt 4080.00 20400.00

35 Providing & fixing powder coated anodized aluminum
partition having style & rail 63.5x38.10 of Jindal Section
no @ Wt 235 gm/Rft)Partly penneled and partly glazed
with 5 mm thick glass including fitting on wall or at
opening complete with rubber on all four side for air tight
fitting incl. all fixtures & fastenings with provosion of
entrace door as directed by E.I.C. 20.00 Smt 2600.00 52000.00

36 Providing and fixing standared extruded of alluminium
section of size 63mm x 38.10mm x 1.2mm (Jindal Section
:2434, @ Wt. 0.643 kg per mt with colour Powder Coated
alluminium frame for ventilation with 5 mm thick frosted
glass as details etc complete for Ventilation

2.00 Smt 1386.00 2772.00
37 Providing and fixing FRP frame size 100x50 mm and

28MM thick FRP depressed pannel shutter having extra
reinforcement on sides and edges and in Gel coat
finish.The core of the shutter & frame is to be filled up
with injected fire retardent grade polyurethane foam done
in situ along with embedded wooden pieces for stiffening
and also for taking hinges and fixtures .The whole FRP
frame and shutter is to be water
proof,wheathereproof,termite proof and resistance to mild
acid /alkali .Rates are to be inclusive of S.S. hinges with
necessary screws and alluminium fixtures and fastenings. 

10.00 Smt 3283.00 32830.00
38 P&F M.S conduit pipe gate/grill gate, form appropriate

secton and M.S.flat,square bar, M.S sheet and grouting the
pvot as per drawing and design with necessary brackets,
hold fasts, locking arrangement on top & aldrop on both
the side with three coats of approved oil painting & one
coat of red oxide primer as directed by EIC

200.00 Kg 68.63 13726.00
39 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C

pipe line including fitting of
PRINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or
as approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on
the wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or
shall be concealed as directed including necessary fittings
etc. Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same
with adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A)
15mm 15.00 Rmt 84.90 1273.50
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40 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C
pipe line including fitting of
PINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or
as approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on
the wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or
shall be concealed as directed including necessary fittings
etc. Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same
with adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A)
25mm 25.00 Rmt 107.00 2675.00

41 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C
pipe line including fitting of
PRINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or
as approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on
the wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or
shall be concealed as directed including necessary fittings
etc. Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same
with adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A)
32mm 125.00 Rmt 139.00 17375.00

42 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by
means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 6 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with
necessary fittings, wall clamps etc. including making
groove in  the wall ,ceiling  & floor -75 mm dia

10.00 Rmt 168.00 1680.00
43 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by

means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 6 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with
necessary fittings, wall clamps etc. including making
groove in  the wall ,ceiling  & floor -90 mm dia

12.00 Rmt 219.00 2628.00
44 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by

means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 6 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with
necessary fittings, wall clamps etc. including making
groove in  the wall ,ceiling  & floor - 160 mm dia

140.00 Rmt 542.00 75880.00
45 Providing and fixing wash down closet (European W.C.

Pan) with integral "P" or "S" trap and PVC flushing tank
cistern with fittings and including plastic seat and cover
with brass hinges and rubber buffersand PVC connector ,
jet spray , nozzle etc. including jointing trap with soil pipe
in C.M. 1:1 ( 1-Cement : 1-Fine sand ) and PVC tank with
float valve etc.connecting cistern with closet etc., comp.in
working condition-Vitreous in colour.

3.00 Nos 2827.00 8481.00
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46 Providing and fixing Urinal of approved quality including
connecting the Urinal with waste pipe, tap etc complete.
[A] squatting plate pattern white earthenware
550MMx300MM.. 2.00 Nos 975.00 1950.00

47 P/F wash basin with single hole for pillar tap with
providing and fixung 15mmC.P. brass quarter turn pillar
tap, capstan head screw down high pressure with screws,
shanks and back nutswith C.I. or M.S. Brackets painted
white paint including cutting holes and making good the
same including C.P. brass waste and waste Pipes - vitreous
china.-Flat back washbasin 550 x 400 mm. Size - in colour.

2.00 Nos 1381.00 2762.00
48 Providing and fixing screw down bib taps of following size

[B] Brass chromium plated screws down Bib tap. [I]
15MM dia. 4.00 Nos 216.00 864.00

49 Providing and fixing brass screw down stop tap 15mmdia
8.00 Nos 237.00 1896.00

50 Providing and fixing Gun metal check or non-return full-
way wheel valve. [D] 32MM dia. 6.00 Nos 363.00 2178.00

51 Providing & fixing PVC nahni trap of the following
nominal dia. of self cleaning design with PVC screwed
down or higher grating and S.S. jali including cost of
cutting & making good the walls & floor 100 mm inlet &
50 mm outlet. 6.00 Nos 351.00 2106.00

52 Constructing brick masonry chamber for underground C.I.
Inspection chamber and bends with briocks having
croshing strength not less than 35Kg. Cm2 in C.M. 1:5 C.I.
cover with frame (Light duty) 455mm x 610mm intenal
dimensions total weight of cover with frame to be not less
than 38Kg. (Wt. of cover 23 Kg.) and Wt. of frame 15Kg. )
(R.C.C. top slabe with 1:2:4 mix (1-cement :2- coarse sand
:4-graded stone aggregate 20mm size) foundation concrete
1:5:10 inside plaster 15mm thick with cement mortar 1:3
finished smooth with a floating coat of neat cement on
walls and bed concrete etc. complete.(i) Inside dimensions
455mmx 610mm and 450mm deep for single pipe line.
(upto 10 ton) 14.00 Nos 2538.00 35532.00

53 Providing erecting fixing double coated Syntex of
Equivalent PVC ( ISI ) mark Water tank of required
capacity each with all necessary fittings and connection etc
complete on terrace as directed by EIC. 3000.00 Ltr 4.60 13800.00

54 Providing and laying interlocking Pre-Cast Rubber Dye
inter locking concrete Block 60mm thick with grade of
concrete M-200 pnumatic compressed by mechanically
pressed and as per approved design including 75 mm sand
layer for levelling and filling the joint with sand in proper
line and level. 117.00 Smt 603.00 70551.00

55 Drilling of bore well of 165 mm. dia. by machine in all
kinds of soil, sand, clay, murrum, soft rock and hard
murrum, etc., complete, truly vertical with all equipments
and labours etc., complete as directed by E.I.C. - up to 150
Rmt. 150.00 Rmt 264.00 39600.00
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56 Supplying and lowering 3 H.P. Three Phase. submersible
pump of approved brand with ISI mark including lowering
vertically, fitting with HDPE pipe and top clamp and
connecting cable with motor and switch board including
all necessary accessary like Nipple, Bore Cape, Bussing,
Non Return Valve Etc. including and commissioning etc.
completed. 1.00 Nos 18975.00 18975.00

57 Providing, fixing & lowering heavy duty 10 KG / CM2
P.V.C. casting pipe suitable for 165 mm dia bore well
including necessary coupling connector, solution etc.
complete as directed by E.I.C. 15.00 Rmt 516.00 7740.00

58 Providing and fixing best quality of H.D.P.E. pipe of
approved ISS quality with all accessories fittings, jointing
etc., suitable for submercible pump lowering in bore etc.,
complete as directed by E.I.C. 40 mm dia. & 10 Kg/ cm2
pipe. 155.00 Rmt 115.00 17825.00

59 Providing and fittings of standard swith board with Ampere
and Volt meter , fuse etc.suitable for three phase
submersible pump of 3 HP with metal/wooden covered box
with locking arrangements and fiiting on wall as directed.

1.00 Nos 4025.00 4025.00
60 Providing and fixing of cable Laxson or equivalent brand 4

mm three core copper ISI approved make incl. connecting
with submersible motor and with approved tap to HDPE
pipe at 3.0 mt interval etc. completed.- for Three Phase

160.00 Rmt 106.00 16960.00
61 Fabricating & erecting in position M.S. Angles, channels

girders etc., for purlins rafters, columns etc., including
welding the section as per instruction & drawing making
holes & 3 coats of oil painting of approved shade & make
etc., complete. ( free supply of structural steel only by the
Board/PGVCL). All other material including nuts, bolts,
washers etc. to be brought by contractor at his own cost.

18400.00 Kg 15.30 281520.00
62 Providing & fixing hot pressed phenol bonded, exterior

type solid flush door 30mm shutter made by approved
brand & as per I.S.I. standard with water resisting plywood
facing and 1mm thick laminated sheet on both side of door
& teak wood leaping all-round .If necessary with glass
looking window with T.W. batten and polishing /Colour
.Rates are with fixtures & fastening also with 3 NO. of
100mm. long butt or parliamentary hinges on each flap of
double shutter & 150mm. long hinges for single shutter.,
complete as per drawing & as directed by E.I.C.

11.00 Sq.M 3346.00 36806.00
63 Providing and fixing concertina coil fecing with punched

tape concertina coil 600mm dia 10meter openable length
(total 90mt) having 50nos round per 6 mtr length, upto 3
mtr height of wall existing angle iron "Y" shaped placed
2.4 mt to 3mt apart with 9 horizontal R.B.T. reinforced
barbed wire stud tied with GI staples and GI clips retain
horizontal, including necessary bolts or GI barbed wire tied
to angle iron, all complete as per direction of EIC with
reinforced barbed tape (RBT) spring core (25mm thcik)
wire of high tensile strength of 165 (cost of MS angle, CC
block shall be paid separetely)

286.00 Rmt 280.00 80080.00
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64 Fabricating & assembling, of Wire Rope Hoist, 3 Ton
Single Girder Gantry Crane with Twin Drive arrangement
& Electric Wire Rope Hoist as per IS: 3177 & IS: 807.
Including Third (LD) drive electrical arrangement only
Harden gear with standard ratio, to full fill standard speed,
providing non-metallic cone to prevent rain water.
Capacity 3 Ton, Span 15 mtrs. Height 6 mtrs, Class II &
Medium Hoisting Speed 3.5 mpm, C. T. Speed 12 - 15
mpm, L. T. Speed 18 - 20 mpm No. of Falls - 2 falls, Wire
Rope Dia Ø 12 mm, Control Voltage 110 V Supply
Voltage 415 V, 3 Ph AC supply, Operation Floor operated
pendant push button Station With brack system including
all kind of materials & labour, transport, coloring, etc
completed. 1.00 Job 172040.00 172040.00

65 Providing & fixing of 3 phase electrical motor 2hp, Station
make including all kind of materials & labour etc
completed 2.00 Nos 11615.00 23230.00

66 Preparation of Crain Cross travel rotating assembly
including En 19 shaft, En 8 Roller with groove, standard
bearing, lock pin gear box & all kind of materials &
labour, transport, coloring, etc completed.   4.00 Set 12436.00 49744.00

67 Providing, fixing and fabrication of Base plate for
supporting girder column of Size: 700x 550mmx16mm Tk
over RCC foundation including 4 nos of 20mm dia hole,
with all kind of materials & labour, transport, coloring, etc
completed as per EIC 54.00 Nos 4552.00 245808.00

68 Providing, fixing and fabrication of TOP plate of Size:
500x 300mmx12mm Tk for supporting girder column over
RCC foundation including welding with coloum and all
kind of materials & labour, transport, coloring, etc
completed as per EIC 54.00 Nos 1769.00 95526.00

69 Providing, fixing and fabrication of straining welding of
Size: Square Bar 32 mm at 6 m height for guide support for
travelling of Bridge Beam, including of materials &
labour, transport, coloring, etc completed as per EIC   

228.00 Rmt 1134.00 258552.00
70 Providing & Laying of Wire rope for supporting of

Electrical cable, including Fixing with coloring, labour,
transport etc completed as per EIC 171.00 Rmt 261.00 44631.00

71 Providing & Laying of Electrical cable, 4 core with non-
metallic clamp make standard 2.5mm Tk, including Fixing
with coloring, labour, transport etc completed as per EIC

171.00 Rmt 145.00 24795.00
72 Providing, fixing and fabrication of ISMB 450 X 150

Station at 6 Meter height for Main Bridge Beam including
all kind of material, labour, transport, coloring, etc
completed.  16.00 Rmt 10477.00 167632.00

73 Providing & fixing, Laying frame for rotating assembly of
ISMC 200 X 75 at 5 Meter height for End Truck to support
Bridge Beam & Rotating including all kind of material,
labour, transport, coloring, etc 10.00 Rmt 3619.00 36190.00

74 Labor charges for Fabrication of Ms girders Colum (I
Beam) Welding with Ms angle, Top & Bottom plate &
braising including cutting bending as director by EIC,
Including Oil painting. All required main structural
(Girders, Channels , Angle , Flar & Round Bars) material
will be provide by PGVCL other then mention. All
mescaline's items like bolt, nut, welding rod etc will be
Provide by contractor. 54.00 Nos 2220.00 119880.00
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75 Labor charges for erection by Crain of Ms girders Colum
over RCC Foundation Column including Nut Bolting with
Base Plate rigidly with good engineering practice   

54.00 Nos 3565.00 192510.00
76 Labor charges for Fabrication of Ms Runway beam.

Welding with top plate of MS Girders (I Beam) in full
length of yard , including cutting welding with Ms girders
pole as director by EIC, Including Oil painting. All 
required main structural (Girders, Channels , Angle , Flat
& Round Bars) material will be provide by PGVCL. All
mescaline's items like bolt, nut, welding rod etc will be
Provide by contractor.

228.00 Rmt 172.00 39216.00
77 Labor charges for erection by Crain of Ran Way Beam on

Ms girder Colum including Nut Bolting/ Welding with
top Plate rigidly with good engineering practice All
mescaline's items like bolt, nut, welding rod etc will be
Provide by contractor. 228.00 Rmt 197.00 44916.00

78 Labor charges for Fabrication of Ms Base for Bridge drive
motor (2HP) each side Welding with MS Girders (I Beam)
cutting welding with Ms girders pole as director by EIC,
Including Oil painting. All required main structural
(Girders, Channels , Angle , Flat & Round Bars) material
will be provide by PGVCL . All mescaline's items like bolt,
nut, welding rod etc will be Provide by contractor.

2.00 Nos 1597.00 3194.00
79 Labor charges for Fabrication of Support structure for

Bridge to Fabrication in way to reduce Vibration of
Bridge Beam. MS Main bridge beam with cutting Welding
as director by EIC, Including Oil painting. All required
main structural (Girders, Channels , Angle , Flat & Round
Bars) material will be provide by PGVCL . All mescaline's
items like bolt, nut, welding rod etc will be Provide by
contractor. 3.00 Set 4598.00 13794.00

80 Demolition inclu. Stacking of servicable material and
disposable of unservisable material with any lead and lift as
directed by E.I.C (1)R.C.C work 22.00 Cmt 648.00 14256.00

81 Demolition of brick work and stone masonary inclu.
Stacking of servicable material and disposable of
unservisable material with all lead and lift (2) in cement
mortar. 90.00 Cmt 337.00 30330.00

82 Dismentaling of door,window, ventilators etc.(wood)
sutters inclu. Chaukhats architraves, holdfast and other
attachment etc. comp. with all lead and lift (i) Not
exceeding 3 Sq.M in area. 36.00 Nos 115.00 4140.00

83 Supplying of graded stone of following size (For WBM
road) (2)Crushed stone aggregate 40 to 63 mm size lead
upto 5 km 139.00 Cmt 533.00 74087.00

84 Spreading the stone aggregate for rolling and W.B.M.
including filling the interstices to required camber and
gradient (excluding spreading of Blindage)(ii) 40mm to
63mm size aggreagates 139.00 Cmt 157.00 21823.00

85 Supplying of crushed stone aggregate, chippings etc of
hard stone of following nominal size free of disintegrated
pieces deletarios and organic metter (for bitume surface
dressing etc) and grading as per IRC (v) 12 mm lead upto 5
km 47.00 Cmt 576.00 27072.00
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86 Supplying of crushed stone aggregate, chippings etc of
hard stone of following nominal size free of disintegrated
pieces deletarios and organic metter (for bitume surface
dressing etc) and grading as per IRC (v) 6 mm lead upto 5
km 93.00 Cmt 524.00 48732.00

87 Spreading the stone aggregate for rolling and W.B.M.
including filling the interstices to required camber and
gradient (excluding spreading of Blindage)(iv) 6mm to
25mm size aggreagates 140.00 Cmt 157.00 21980.00

88 Rolling and consolidating water bound macadam (except
laterite and Kankar) including watering not exceeding
150mm thickness (Main layer including binding materials )
including filling in depressions which occur during the
process.(A) With power roller exceeding 8 tonne and not
exceeding 12  tonne. 930.00 Sq.M 12.40 11532.00

89 Point wiring for light /fan /bell / primary point with 2-1.0
sq. mm & earth wire of 1.0 sq. mm (green) both are of .ISI
marked FR PVC insulated multistoried copper wires , in
existing pipe Duty erected, complete with 6A tissino Type
ISI marked flues type switch / bell push and accessories
erected on polished wooden block / Metal / PVC box
covered with 3 mm thick laminated sheet. As per (b) for
Concealed Wiring. 34.00 NOS 412.00 14008.00

90 Point wiring for independent PLUG with 2-1.0 sq.mm &
earth wire of 1.0 sq.mm(green) both are of ISI marked FR
PVC insulated multistoried copper wires ,in existing pipe
duly erected complete with ISI marked 3 pin 6A socket and
6A tissino type switch erected with wrath continuity
connection erected on polished board block / Metal/PVC
box covered with 3 mm thick laminated sheet .as per

60.00 NOS 380.00 22800.00
91 Providing and erecting 1.5 mm thick FIA approved and ISI

mark (embossed) RIGID PVC PIPES of following size
complete erected with necessary PVC fittings & Clamps
with following type of erection.20 mm 400.00 mit 177.00 70800.00

92 Supplying & executing Delton or approved make
Telephone Cable electrolytic grade annealed copper
conductor insulated with PE insulation twisted in to pairs
with color combination bunched together in concentric
layer so as to minimizes cross talk & wrapped with FR
PVC tape & sheathed with FR PVC or HFFR outer Jacket
suitable for indoor tale phone writing & confirming to C-
DOT S/WS-113/ IEC 60189-2 , UL – 1581 SECTION
1080 VW-1 erected in existing pipe of following size of
conductors & non. of pairs With Necessary Connection . as
per 2) Two Pairs 50.00 mit 50.00 2500.00

93 Providing & Erecting following Shockproof tissino type
accessories erected on 3 mm thick laminated sheet in
wooden/PVC Metal Box .erected on wall/ ceiling.as per (5)
One No Single Pole 16 A Switch & One no 6/16 A
Universal Socket Combined 3.00 NOS 125.00 375.00

94 Call bell/buzzer , 250 volts, complete erected on existing
polished wooden block or 3 mm. thick laminated sheet.

2.00 NOS 80.00 160.00
95 Approval make C.F.L. lamp Retrofit 3/15/18 Watt Cat.III

15.00 NOS 210.00 3150.00
96 Providing Approved make Tripple pole Cast Iron Clad

Switch & rewirable Fuse with neutral link 415 /500 V
confirming to I.S.S.(b) 32 A Cal- III 1.00 NOS 960.00 960.00
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97 Providing & erecting 415VMCB double pole switch for
motor & inductive Load (C Curve) having 10 KA
breaking capacity & confirms to IS : 8828 in existing box
having following capacity (A) 6 to 32 Amp.   Cat – III

30.00 NOS 490.00 14700.00
98 Approved make ELCBs/RCCBs conforming to IS: 12640

and having sensitivity of 6 mA and Short Circuit withstand
capacity of 6 KA and suitable for operation on single Phase
240. V . having charectorstic of quick action & tripping
with all advance feature & do not incorporate any
electronic component for foolowing Max . rating .

6.00 NOS 2125.00 12750.00
99 Supplying & erecting funnel type earthing having earth

place of following size burrid in specifically prepared earth
pit 3 mtr. Below ground with 40 kg. charcoal and salt with
alternate layers of charcoal & salt ,20mm.dia. G.I. pipe
with Funnel with a wire mesh for watering & bricks
masonry block, C.I. Cover Complete as per para 7.3 of IS
3043 with necessary length of double G.1/ copper earth
wire No 6 SWG bolted with lug to the plate and covered in
12mm dia.G.I. pipe 2.5 mtr long complete connected to
the nearest switch gear with tester confirming to ISS (AS
per drawing)with following specification

1.00 NOS 12000.00 12000.00
100 Approved make Power Saving 50 Watt Ceiling Fan with

condenser 230 volt A.C. 50 Cys. 1200 mm sweep
complete having 3blades with aluminium blades with ,
campy & 30 cms ,down rod erected with 24/0.2 flat 3 core
flexible wire with
earthing.(Havells,Orient,Crompton,Anchor,Bajaj,Usha) 
(Add Rs. 80/- Extra for Resistant type Fan regulator) 12.00 NOS 1850.00 22200.00

101 Supporting & erecting fan hook box of 10 mm M.S. round
bar bounded to the RCC bars up to 50mm length each side
and pierced though a 16 Gauge M.S. box / Heavy Duty
PVC box having depth of 75 mm complete erected
concealed in ceiling with necessary finishing. 12.00 NOS 150.00 1800.00

102 Providing 2.5 mm laminated sheet to cover the fan hook or
Fan box. 12.00 NOS 25.00 300.00

103 providing and erecting of TFT tub lights,20 watt, 15.00 NOS 475.00 7125.00
104 providing and erecting of LED lights in Chambers asper

instruction of Engineer in charge. 10.00 NOS 850.00 8500.00
105 providing and erecting of exhaust fan,12 mm make

:cromplton graves ltd 2.00 NOS 1550.00 3100.00
106 providing and erecting of distribution box (fuse box)with

MCCB-ELCB for distributing power. 1.00 NOS 2700.00 2700.00
7676483.20

107 Rebate amount of Reinforcement 1200.00 Kg -30.00 -36000.00
108 Rebate amount of wooden door 18.00 Nos -750.00 -13500.00
109 Rebate amount of wooden window 18.00 Nos -500.00 -9000.00

-58500.00
7617983.20
7618000.00

7676483.20
7676483.20

SAY
Price Schedule  "A"

Estimated cost of work for new construction + electrification
Total (A)

Bidder's Offer (B) %Above

TOTAL PART A Civil construction + electrification

TOTAL PART B
TOTAL A+B



SR 
NO.

ITEM QTY PER RATE AMOUNT

(-) 58500.00
(-) 58500.00

Signature of contractor

TCS @ 1.00% (K) (K=J*1.00%)
Bidder's Total Quoated Amt. with GST & TCS for Demolition work (L = J + K)
Bidder's Net Quoated Amt. (M) i.e. (M = E - L)

(Note : Prices will be evaluated i.e. L-1, on Bidder's Net Quoated Lowest Amt. i.e. on "M" Amt.).

Cheif Engineer (Material)
PGVCL, Corporate  Office, Rajkot

Bidder's Offer (G) %Above
% Below

Bidder's Quoated Amt. [ H = (F) +/- (F)*(G)]
GST @ 18% [CGST @ 9% + SGST @ 9%] (I) (I=H*18%)
Bidder's Quoated Amt. with GST (J) (J = H + I)

Bidder's Quoated Amt. (C ) i.e. [C= (A) +/- (A)*(B)]
GST @ 18% [CGST @ 9% + SGST @ 9%] (D = C*18%)
Bidder's Total Quoated Amt. with GST for New Construction Work E (E = C+D)

Price Schedule  "B"
Dismantling / Upset charges for Demolition work of existing Store & TMS office

Total (F)

% Below


